COBRA CUFFS; CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS

….Simply love them. Easy to use, easy to cut off, easy to carry on a molle vest. I have used them in hands
on operations, taking subjects into custody and could not have asked for anything more. The drug task force I
am detailed to just sent out a request to order …
Thanks for sending them out to look at. I know we will be buying more shortly.
Frank KXXXXX
Special Agent
DHS-ICE Homeland Security Investigations
Blaine, WA 98230

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…..We are very pleased with the new super cuffs, or "Cobra Cuffs", and the cutting/rescue tool. We have used the Cobra
Cuffs on numerous search warrants, SWAT calls, and K9 searches. The versatile, modular style of your cuff makes is easier
to carry multiple sets of cuffs, on our vests, and also can carry a few extras in our cargo pockets when folded up. The
speed, and ease of your cuffs is like no other cuff. We will most certainly be ordering more cuffs from you in the future!
Officer R. WXXXXXX
Birmingham Police Department
Tactical/K9 Division
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
….The ease of use, durability, along with the double-locking capability of this disposable restraint system has gained high
praise from our law enforcement and corrections experts that have had the opportunity to try your product while training at
our facilities.
Not only that, but your product was the main restraint system used in the CERT competition, which is one of only two
corrections based tactical events that is held in the eastern part of the U.S. (second to the Mock Prison Riots –a federally
funded program). In my professional opinion, consisting of over twenty years of law enforcement, you have well
demonstrated your commitment to safety and excellence among your peers throughout the state of North Carolina and
abroad…
Roger D. XXXXXX
North Carolina Department of Justice
NC Justice Academy

28 Schenck Parkway, Suite 200 Asheville, NC 28803
www.CobraCuffs.com

From: RXXXXXXXX, Blair A CIV (US) <blairXXXXXXXXXXXX@mail.mil>
Date: Fri, Feb 8, 2013 at 1:52 PM
Subject: RE: Statement From You on Cobra Cuffs (UNCLASSIFIED)
To: Steve Schneider <ss@milspecplastics.com>
Steve Schneider
Operations Manager
Milspec Plastics-Cobra Cuffs
Steve,
The Team is very impressed with the speed of deploying the Cobra Cuffs compared to the
past plastic flexible restraint systems. These systems were too rigid, bulking and
cumbersome. The Cobra Cuffs are easily stowed in pouches on the Operator’s kit with no
worries of snagging or being pulled off the kit. This was a constant problem with the
past systems. Also, we were impressed with the strength of the Cobra Cuffs. We ran many
tests to defeat the cuffs which all failed. Again we are impressed and made the Cobra
Cuffs our primary restraint system.
V/R
LT Blair XXXXXXXXXX
CMDR/Special Reaction Team
Office of the Provost Marshal
Bldg 2-5634 Armistead Street
Fort Bragg, NC 28310
O: 910-907-3309

"INTO DARKNESS, A WARRIOR SHINES"

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
“The product is much easier to carry, deploy, and store than traditional cuffs.”
Deputy, VA Beach Sheriff’s Office
“…very easy to use.”
Correctional Officer, James River (ND) Correctional Center
“…provides very quick cuffing capability.”
Deputy, Lee County (FL) Sheriff’s Office
“…good product – highly recommended.”
Deputy, Passaic County (NJ) Sheriff’s Office
“…ideal for our needs.”
Deputy, James River (ND) Correctional Center
28 Schenck Parkway, Suite 200 Asheville, NC 28803
www.CobraCuffs.com

To Whom it may concern:
I’m writing in regards to the Cobra Cuffs, the flex-cuffs made by Milspec Plastics. I am currently serving as A Sergeant in the United
States Marine Corps with the 2nd Light Armored Reconnaissance Battalion as a Reconnaissance Scout Squad Leader. My MOS is
0311, Rifleman. I have pulled two deployments with LAR, both to XXXXXXX Province, Afghanistan. My first tour was in 2009, the
second in 2011. Between my tours, from late 2009 to early 2011 I was with 3rd Marine Special Operations Battalion, training to
become a Critical Skills Operator. I am currently in charge of 2nd LAR’s 26th MEU detachment of Reconnaissance scouts, A squad
reinforced to 24 infantrymen. We’ve just finished the Special Operations Training Group’s MEUSOC (Marine Expeditionary Unit
Special Operations Capable) pre-deployment training package, which focuses on two specific mission sets; Amphibious Raids and
TRAP operations or Tactical Recovery of Aircraft and Personnel. I believe two pre-deployment work ups at Mojave Viper California, two
combat deployments to Afghanistan, one SOTG/MEUSOC pre-deployment workup and my training with 3rd MSOB qualifies me to
speak with authority on the subject of flex-cuffs and their PERFORMANCE IN THE FIELD. On my first deployment my squad and I
used the original military issue flex-cuffs for all detainee operations. There are two customary ways that Marines carry these flex-cuffs,
one is with the cuff not yet threaded and one is with the cuff loosely threaded. With no thread Marines will usually run the very long cuff
through the Molle on their plate carriers. With the loosely threaded technique Marines will normally clip the cuff to a D-Ring on either
there utility belt or the lower portion of the plate carrier. We found that the military issue flex-cuffs when pre-threaded were too bulky for
urban environment based missions, as they would BECOME snagged up on furniture, door knobs, and even window sills. They were
also found to be too bulky for vehicle mounted patrols, as the squad dismounting from vehicles with the military-issue flex cuffs would
get caught on the doors, radios, seatbelts, etc. When carrying the military issued-flex cuffs unthreaded, Marines had trouble with the
end of the cuff sticking out either the top of the plate carrier or the bottom. This presents a problem during nighttime operations when
stealth is crucial, as the protruding cuff would snag on brush and trees audibly compromising the patrol. Another disadvantage to this
manner of carrying is that the un-threaded cuff has to be run through the Molle on the back of the plate carrier resulting in Marines
having to wait on a buddy to pull it out and then thread it, which takes an unreasonable amount of precious time. In my experience
military issued flex-cuffs also have a short shelf life when exposed to the harsh conditions of the deserts in Afghanistan. Prior to my
second deployment, in 2011, a colleague acquired fifty of the flex-cuffs produced by Milspec Plastics, called Cobra Cuffs. I was
immediately impressed with the Cobra Cuff because of the compact design. Where the military issued cuffs are bulky and awkward to
carry, the Cobra Cuffs are compact in there folded design, making them convenient to carry on one’s kit. Throughout my second
deployment I continually experienced the advantages to using Cobra Cuffs as opposed to the military issued cuffs. Cobra Cuffs can
also be inserted directly into the Molle webbing of a plate carrier but, since they are approximately a quarter of the length of military
issued cuffs, one can easily fit them in the front amongst magazine and grenade pouches, which alleviates the need for a second
Marine to pull them out. The Cobra Cuffs are automatically pre-threaded and extremely compact. they can pull it out himself and
quickly administer them on an individual in a timely manner, allowing the operator to get back to the mission at hand much quicker than
with the military issue cuff. Another strong advantage of the Cobra Cuff is it’s durability. The material of the Cobra Cuff is far less
brittle than the military issued cuff, I didn’t experience any degradation of the teeth on the mechanism over time. There were no
creases or permanent folds that render the teeth on the military issue cuffs useless. Overall, my teams experience has proven the
Cobra Cuff ‘S DESIGN, DURABILITY and PERFORMANCE to be far superior to the military issued cuff . I was so impressed with the
performance of the Cobra Cuff that I am willing to purchase them with my own money for my upcoming deployment since the military
has not made them available for order through our national ordering system. I can say this with absolute certainty; When Marines step
outside the wire in theater they cannot afford to use anything but the most functional and dependable gear, and Cobra Cuffs are exactly
that.
Sincerely,
SGT XXXXXXXXX, RYAN, P
USMC Sgt XXXXXXX, Ryan, P
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